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Abstract. The large-scale collaboration in Model Driven Engineering
(MDE) demands the use of one or more repositories such as GEMOC,
ReMoDD and SEMAT, which share artifacts (e.g., models, meta-models,
transformations, etc) for global reuse scenarios. While recent researches
motivated the need of data for decision making from the perspective of
Software Ecosystems (SECOs), the cutting edge technologies on this topic
merely classify these artifacts. Likewise, it is important the definition of
criteria to represent this qualified data with enough semantic potential to
support reuse of MDE Artifacts globally, which is missed in the literature
of the area. This paper proposes some criteria, thus a small contribution
to help on the establishment of a future SECO for MDE.

1. Introduction

Model Driven Engineering (MDE) is an approach that considers models as first class
citizen in software development [Whittle et al. 2015]. Typical artifacts in MDE
(termed as MDE Artifacts) often include models, metamodels, model transfor-
mations, model managers, and domain-specific models. MDE as Service (MDEaaS)
is a novel approach for MDE that seeks to provide access to MDE through ser-
vices [Basso et al. 2015]. Such artifacts are supposed to be stored and discovered
from repositories or Knowledge Bases (KB) to be downloaded and integrated into
software projects, as illustrates Figure 1.

In Phase 1, this approach can foster reuse of artifacts previously produced
through repositories, reducing cost and time-to-market to integrate them in ap-
propriate representations in Phase 3 [Mussbacher et al. 2014]. Repositories, to be
effective, need a sort of semantic information (so-called qualified data) associated
with such artifacts. These data shall describe applicability, guide the reuse of arti-
facts and allow the comparison between different features from artifacts in Phase 2,
thus requiring well structured and qualified data. However, the literature does not
properly offer solutions for this phase.

In a previous work, we claimed that the execution of software engineer-
ing services for reuse of MDE Artifacts in global scale can benefit from a per-
spective of Software Ecosystem (SECO) [Basso et al. 2015], whose represented
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Figure 1. A scenario for qualified descriptive data of MDE Artifacts.

assets are often analyzed under a three-dimension perspective (technical, busi-
ness, and social) [Santos and Werner 2012]. Likewise, a first step towards the
advent of a SECO for MDE is to meet reuse opportunities from repositories
such as SEMAT [Jacobson et al. 2012], GEMOC [Combemale et al. 2014] and Re-
MoDD [France et al. 2007]. This requires the representation of assets with qualified
data that describes and supports a three-dimension perspective of MDE Artifacts.
However, assets are currently specified following an ad-hoc strategy, which hampers
the execution of the second phase of Figure 1. Thus, our contribution is a set of
criteria for representation of descriptive data for these assets.

This work is organized as follows: Section 2 provides background in reposito-
ries for MDE Artifacts; Section 3 proposes a criteria for representation of descriptive
information associated with MDE Artifacts; Section 4 presents some insights for fu-
ture works and Section 5 summarizes our conclusions.

2. Repositories for MDE Artifacts

MDE is often adopted to engineer domain-specific solutions. As such, many artifacts
produced to comply with a subset of requirements in one project could be adopted
again to develop other product which integrate the portfolio of a company. However,
few is discussed about the quality of descriptive information to be associated with
the shared artifacts, which is critical for decision making for one asset or other to be
introduced in specific contexts [Whittle et al. 2015]. Figure 1 illustrates how this
could be achieved considering the current availability of repositories in a possible im-
plementation of a MDEaaS approach. Hence, artifacts could be searched, analyzed
and integrated in new MDE projects.

Currently, existing work proposes the adoption of a unique underlying infras-
tructure (a unique KB) that fosters reuse of MDE Artifacts in Phase 1. Much
of the effort in repositories is dedicated to tool support, focusing in classifica-
tion [Lúcio et al. 2014]. REMODD is a repository for MDE that can be used
to tackle the problem of reusing and sharing MDE Artifacts [France et al. 2007].
An initiative to accomplish a KB named SEMAT focuses on reusable meth-
ods [Jacobson et al. 2012]. SEMAT adopts Essence as a core representation lan-
guage, which is useful to represent methods but limited to represent data from
MDE technicalities. GEMOC [Combemale et al. 2014] is another proposal in this
direction.

Instead this simplest approach, the execution of MDEaaS could consider
the reuse of artifacts distributed in these several repositories. This needs a common
representation language and the uniformity of information [Basso et al. 2015]. How-
ever, although some representation languages are available for representation of data
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Figure 2. Information represented in a reusable asset conforms to RAS.

independently from repository providers [Basso et al. 2016], there is no criteria for
representation of MDE assets. Besides, there is no requirements for data in support
for SECO perspectives in MDEaaS. This limitation is tackled in this paper.

3. Criteria for Qualified Descriptive Data

Figure 2 exemplifies data associated with two MDE Artifacts in an asset. It is based
on the Reusable Asset Specification (RAS) [Basso et al. 2016], a standard from the
Object Management Group (OMG) for externalize data associated with artifacts
from reuse repositories, i.e., making an asset independent from a repository vendor
(e.g., My Repository or GEMOC KB). An asset conforms to RAS allow the use of
some structures for descriptive data: 1) Classification, allowing the automatic cata-
loging in repositories; 2) Solution, allowing the detailing of data from artifacts such
as type, variability points and semantics; and 3) Usage, allowing the representation
of instructions for reuse after acquisition/download.

Motivation: Instead of the imposition of use of a unique KB, we found
relevant the use of them all through a common representation. Likewise, we need
to reach criteria for representation of information for assets independently from a
repository [Basso et al. 2015]. Although RAS plays a similar role as layers in a
network protocol that are processed in levels of abstraction, it is also important use
criteria for representation of data associated with MDE Artifacts. Thus, we present
criteria for data used in Phase 2 considering technical, business, and social needs.

Criteria formulation: It was conducted an analytical study of representa-
tiveness of two asset specification languages [Basso et al. 2016]. We also looked in
the literature based in a structured keyword search for recommendations to descrip-
tive data, but we missed focused papers that could be used. Then, we conducted a
multivocal literature review [Ogawa and Malen 1991], which is mainly characterized
by the inclusion of material not available in search engines. The following source of
information is investigated in a multivocal research protocol: a) searched in books
about design patterns and empirical software engineering; b) searched in papers on
management of model-based operations; and c) looked for calls for contributions
(tool demo) from conferences related with the MDE (MODELS, ECMFA, SPLC,
GPCE, SLE, etc.) and in more general conferences (ASE, ICSE, OOPSLA).

Criteria for the descriptive-level of MDE Artifacts:

• Information about the context. It is important to represent informa-
tion that answer some questions recommended in book for design patterns
[Gamma et al. 1995]: a) What is the solution? b) How to use it? c) Who can
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use it? d) Known uses? e) Which are the known incompatibilities? f) Which is
the software license and its dependencies? g) Examples, etc.

• Information about the application. Questions recommended by empirical
engineering [Whittle et al. 2015, Mussbacher et al. 2014] are important to estab-
lish comparisons between competitor MDE Artifacts such as: a) Which are the
minimum requirements to use an MDE Artifact including teams configuration,
members skills (social and technical) which the artifact have been used success-
fully, the required knowledge from end-users about domain specific languages, with
which software process and so on? b) Which are the pre and post-conditions to use
it? c) Which are the evidences that support the solution and in which boundary
conditions? d) Which is the learning curve and the Return on Investment (ROI)?
and e) Feedback from users.

• Quality for the descriptive information. The following questions should be
considered when representing descriptive data from MDE Artifacts: a) Is the infor-
mation for catalog based in standard taxonomy for searching technical solutions?
b) Is this standard taxonomy represented in a KB as data dictionary, thus describ-
ing what means the contexts used in catalog information? c) Is clear the instructive
information such as how to integrate and use artifacts in contexts?

Criteria for descriptive and technical-level data:

• Structure for the descriptive information. The following information should
be structured to enable analysis of MDE Artifacts: a) Abstractions for types of
artifacts produced and consumed in software processes phases by a tool in the
context of MDE; b) Abstractions that makes clear when an MDE Artifact needs
adaptation before introduction in a target context; c) Textual information for
decision making (business, technical and social perspectives), which could be based
on structures for design patterns, so one can decide the option that best meet a
specific need in a software development context.

• Link to technical information. Descriptive information itself is useless, which
means that technical information should also be considered such as semantics to: a)
The target platform associated with transformations for model-to-text/model-to-
code/code-to-model; b) The type of the model transformation [Lúcio et al. 2014];
c) The meta-models and the meta-model framework [Combemale et al. 2014],
as well as the design languages associated with each model transformation,
such as UML Profiles, or Graphical DSL, or Textual DSL; e) Model trans-
formation components, bindings and parameter matching; and f) Variability
points [Basso et al. 2016].

4. Ongoing and Future Works

Figure 2 shows the structures for representation data for MDE Artifacts, which is
interesting as a common language, but limited when applying the proposed criteria.
In order to enable the implementation of the scenario illustrated in Figure 1, future
works shall further investigate the following aspects: a) New abstractions for a
Classification structure, which allows the storage and search of MDE Artifacts in
a KB with data about context and application (Phase 1); b) Structures for design
patterns, used for representation of data to support decision making (Phase 2); and
c) Abstractions for technicalities in settings, represented as instances of Artifact
for MDE specificity (e.g., chains of components) connected with a structure called
Usage (Phase 3).
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5. Final Remarks

This paper address a set of criteria with requirements for representation of descrip-
tive data of MDE Artifacts. These artifacts are currently available in repositories for
MDE allowing (i) support their use through services, (ii) facilitate their discovery
and understanding of such artifacts, and (iii) foster their systematic reuse. To be
effective, it is necessary to represent qualified descriptive data, which add semantic
to such artifacts, thus promoting their adoption in new MDE software development
projects. So far, it is not clear what must be represented in this level of abstrac-
tion considering a SECO perspective. Thus, through presented criteria and work
done, this perspective can now be introduced in MDE as Service based in a common
format for representation of assets and in recommendations for descriptive data.
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